
ADI Solves Low Octane

Fuel Dilemma
by Steve Ells

The octane rating of a fuel is an indicator of the
fuel's resistance to detonation. Aviation gasoline
(avgas) was once identified by two numbers
such as 80-87, 91-96 and 100-130. The lower
number is the octane rating of the fuel with a
lean mixture ratio; the higher number is the
rating with a rich mixture ratio. To be totally
correct, octane numbers stop at 100; any number
above 100 is a performance number. Today the
lean rating number has been dropped. Letters
have been added after the rich octane number.
For example, 100 LL for 100 octane low lead;
100 VLL for 100 octane very low lead and 94
UL for 94 octane unleaded fuel.

Some think that any detonation at all will result
in an engine meltdown.

Testing has shown that many of today's air-
cooled general aviation engines can and do
survive detonation events as long as cylinder
head temperatures (CHT) are controlled. When
CHTs are not kept relatively cool (one number
that has been published is 380 degrees F as a
maximum in cruise) the likelihood of runaway
combustion cylinder temperatures exists. If
temperatures are allowed to increase too much
protections such as the boundary thermal layer
within the cylinders breaks down. If unabated
the increasing heat causes parts within the
combustion chambers-like spark plugs-to get
so hot that the fuel-air charge is ignited before
the spark plug fires. This causes pre-ignition and
it is extremely destructive.

Tetraethyl lead (TEL) is the most expensive
component in today's 1 OOLL avgas. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is
charged with determining if the continued use of
TEL in avgas presents a hazard to communities
near airports. This has led to predictions that
TEL will no longer be added to avgas after
2014. Others say the drop dead year is 2018.
When that day comes an alternative lead-free
fuel must be available.

Today's 1 OOLL must not contain more than 2
grams of TEL per gallon. In reality, the 100LL
you're pumping into your airplane today doesn't
contain anything near the maximum amount of
TEL mandated in the ASTM standard for
100LL. In spite of this contradiction, airplane
engines aren't failing left and right due to the
effects of detonation.

This fact is one reason why it appears that the
next step in the evolution of avgas will be a
reduction in the TEL levels in avgas. After all,
if the engines that are the most susceptible to
detonation	 high performance engines with
8.5:1 or higher compression ratios 	 don't
require the protection provided by the 2 mg/
gallon of TEL, the next step in reducing lead
levels is to cut back on the amount of lead
in avgas if it can be done safely. What if that
doesn 't work? What if the engines that need the
protection provided by today's I OOLL avgas
don't do well when lead levels are reduced?
One option that isn't getting much traction
in the " new avgas" discussions is modifying
the airplanes that need TEL-laced 100 octane
avgas to run on lower octane fuel. That solution
would end this struggle to find an unleaded
replacement 100 octane fuel. If TEL were
removed from today's I DOLL avgas the result
would be a 94 octane unleaded avgas (94UL).

If the aviation community ends up with 94UL,
there's already an FAA-approved solution.
This solution, called anti-detonation injection
(ADI) was developed over 70 years ago and
used extensively to increase the power output
of WWII aircraft engines and in the large high
efficiency radial engines installed in post-war
airliners such as the Douglas DC-7 and the
Convair 440. In airline terms ADI-boosted
power outputs were "wet" takeoffs.

The following quote from www.engine
history.org illustrates exactly why ADI is a
solution to "the new avgas" dilemma for high
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performance engines that require 100 octane
fuels:

"The important thing about ADI today
however is that it can be used to maintain
rated power while using a lower octane
fuel than what the engine would otherwise
require."

According to Todd Petersen ADl systems
eliminate detonation by reducing the
combustion cylinder temperatures.

Anti Detonation Injection (ADI)

The following quotes are from a chapter on
Frank Walker at www.enginehistoiy.org .
Walker is credited with developing ADI while
working at Pratt and Whitney in East Hartford,
Connecticut in the 1940s.

"Water injection worked by reducing cylinder
inlet temperature, thereby delaying the onset
of detonation. As the water evaporated in the
induction passages of the engine, it provided
a prodigious amount of cooling to the fuel
charge due to the latent heat of vaporization of
the water."

Petersen Aviation

Todd Petersen of Petersen Aviation in
Minden, Nebraska holds several STC's for
ADI installations. Most TCM 10-520 and 10-
470 engines-which are required to use 100
octane fuels--are approved for 91 octane auto
gas when a Petersen ADI system is installed
in accordance with STC's SE2197CE and
SE2450CE. Airframes must also be issued
STCs when fuel other than the original fuel
is used. Airframe STC's were obtained in the
1980s for the Beech Baron, Cessna 210 and
Cessna 188.

Petersen has been an advocate for the use of
auto fuel in aircraft for a long time and has sold
over 34,000 auto gas STCs to aircraft owners.

Petersen told CPA that although he doesn't
presently hold STCs for the installation of
his ADI systems on turbo-charged or turbo-
normalized engines there's no question that
they would work.

And that even though the STCs are for the
use of high octane (91 and higher) auto fuel,
the systems would work fine with unleaded
94UL if TEL is eventually banned and the
two unleaded avgas formulations that are
being developed to replace 100LL-one from
General Aviation Modifications Inc [GAMI's
G100UL] and one from Swift Fuels [100SF]
don't pan out as a reasonable solution.
An Auto Gas/ADI System in a Cessna 210
Bob Fleishman bought one of Petersen's STCs
in 1987 or 88 so he could burn car gas in his
1963 Cessna 210.

"I had a special tank made to fit the bed of
my pickup and I would go down to Costco
and fill it up with their premium. I never used
avgas," said Fleischman during a recent phone
interview.

"I ran on that. . . thousands and thousands of
gallons," said Fleischman.

Fleischman's truck-mounted fuel system had
a system of filters to ensure that water or
contaminants never got pumped into his C-210.
After the 260 hp I0-470 engine reached TBO,
Fleischman installed a 285 hp I0-520 engine
and upgraded his ADI system to accommodate
the bigger engine.

For those who think that engines with
compression ratios of 8.5:1 won't run without
100 octane fuel, the 520 engine in Fleischman's
C-210 had a compression ratio of 8.5:1 . . . and
the 470 engine cylinders had ratios of 8.6:1!

"I never had any cylinder or valve problems,"
said Fleischman.

Fleischman estimates he flew 1300 to 1400
hours using ADI.

He has since sold his 210 and stopped flying
but still stays in contact with Todd Petersen and
has repeatedly told him that he would always
be glad to talk to anyone about the system.
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Petersen's Auto Gas STCs and Ethanol-Laced
Auto Gas

Around 60,000 pilots of certificated airplanes
(EAA has also developed and markets auto
fuel STCs) have been happily and legally using
unleaded auto fuel since the mid 1980s via auto
fuel STC's. A total of 115,000 certificated
airplanes in the US are eligible for the STCs.

However, approval to use the auto gasoline
STCs is automatically suspended if the gasoline
contains ethanol. There are locations in the US
where ethanol isn't automatically added to auto
gas before it gets to your local gas station.

As can be seen on www.pure-gas.org the number
of auto gas stations selling unleaded ethanol-
free auto gas appears to be growing although
this growth may be more a result of increased
reporting than added stations. For those who
live near a station that sells 91 octane gas, and
have a way to safely transport it to their airplane,
a Petersen STC costs $1.50 per horsepower
for an approved engine/airframe that requires
80/87 octane (now shown as 80 octane on pump
signage) and $2.00 per hp for approved engine
airframe combinations that require 91/96 octane
fuel. Some installations require the installation
of additional pumps and/or fuel system
plumbing changes and cost more. Approved
engine/ airframe combinations are listed on the
Petersen Aviation website at: www.autofuelstc.
coin.

A BIG Money Saver

Let's say you purchase an auto gas STC for one
of the approved airframe/engine combinations
with a 150 horsepower engine (an 80 octane
engine) that did not require a fuel system
upgrade. Total cost for the STC is $225.
You would also have to pay a FAA approved
airframe and powerplant (A&P) mechanic with
an Inspection Authorization (IA) to affix the
appropriate stickers and fill out the appropriate
paperwork. Figure another $60 to $100. Simple
math-and a survey of average I OOLL prices
($5.30) and average auto gas prices ($3.40) for
the week of March 7, 2011 	 shows that these
costs would be recaptured in less than 17 hours
of flight time (assuming a fuel consumption of 8
gallons per hour).

Of course, this simple solution depends on a
reliable supply of 91 octane ethanol-free supply
of auto gas. Congress is not going to relax its

stance on ethanol mandates until (voting)
citizens take them to task. For more information
on how Congress has gone astray with its
wooly-headed logic and a disregard of both the
economic and environmental facts about ethanol
read the ethanol tab on Petersen's website.

If you ' re as outraged by the ethanol fiasco as
most GA flyers who know the facts make your
voice heard by going to the www.pure-gas.org
website to add your signature to a petition that
asks EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson to take
steps to guarantee an ethanol-free supply of
unleaded 91 octane gasoline.

Petersen's ADI System

Air Plains of Wellington, Kansas (www.
airplains.com) is the contact point to learn more
about Petersen's ADI systems. Rafael Soldan,
an engineer at Air Plains provided the following
details about one system.

The fluid, a mix of 60 percent methanol, 39
percent distilled water and 1 percent water
soluble oil can be mixed by the aircraft owner or
may be purchased pre-mixed.

In the Cessna 210 installation the fluid tank
capacity is 5.5 gallons. The tank is mounted
in the baggage compartment. From there it
is routed to two pressure pumps and then on
to a pair of nozzles that spray the fluid just
downstream of the airflow butterfly in the TCM
fuel injection system. A boss must be welded to
the induction system casting for the nozzle.
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One of the pumps is turned on automatically
any time the cylinder head temperature rises
above 400 °F, or whenever power is increased
above a certain high power setting. This
happens during full-power take offs.

The system is pre-flighted following the normal
magneto, carb heat and propeller checks by
momentarily pushing a spring-loaded switch
which causes fluid to spray out through the
nozzle. This richens the mixture and turns
on a fluid flow light in the panel mounted
control unit. An rpm drop indicates the system
is working. After the test the system control
switch is moved to "arm" activating the normal
sense circuitry.

The pilot also has the option of manually
controlling the system.

Soldan said that each take-off uses
between one-half and one gallon of fluid,
depending on the pilot's preference and
the airport environment. Fleishman told
CPA that he never had the system go on
during normal flight except once. He
said that was due to repeated high power
settings during a biennial flight review.

According to Soldan, the introductory
price for the complete Cessna 210
system FOB Wellington, Kansas is
511,900. The complete STCed system
price for the Baron is S 14,500. These
prices include the auto gas STCs. The
price differential between these systems
and the example cited above is that both
of these systems require fuel system
changes and the installation of additional
fuel system components.
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The auto gas or 94UL avgas/ADI system will
work in high compression engines that require
100 octane fuels.

Is ADI a solution for today's flyers who are
worried that future fuel costs will price them
out of flying? Perhaps, but only if the ethanol
in auto fuel mandates are relaxed, or the next
avgas ends up being 94UL--today's 100LL
without TEL.

URLs:
www.autofuelstc.com
www.airplains.com

Reese and Jim Leach of Windward Aviation
take the spin out of maintaining
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your Cessna

Marisa (Reese) Leach
A&PIIA Mechanic

Professional Engineer
Commercial Pilot

30- Year Aircraft Owner

Jim Leach
A&P Mechanic
Professional Engineer
Commercial Pilot & It'
US Naval Aviator
40- 'tear Aircraft O,.ner

Want straight talk about keeping your Cessna in top mechanical

condition? Then speak to Jim & Reese - both aerospace engineers,

with over 70 years combined aviation experience. Professionals

who are passionate about your Cessna's safety and performance

with no double talk, no corners cut and absolutely no spin!

Maintenance • Upgrades • Restoration • Avionics
Propeller • Sheet Metal Repair • Flight Test & Delivery
Engine • Paint & Interior • Detailing • Hangar Space

1-800-546-8668
Palm Beach County Airport (KLNA)

www.FloridaAircraftMaintenance.com
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